AEROSCOPE
A passive RF system used to detect, identify, track,
and locate DJI aircraft and controllers operating
within the RF coverage area.
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COMPREHENSIVE DRONE DETECTION
Drones continue to grow in popularity, posing potential safety and security
challenges for flight sensitive environments and secure locations such as:
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Traditional security and situational awareness systems may not adequately detect and monitor UAS
activities to prevent threatening or dangerous incidents. Aeroscope is an innovative safety and security
system that detects, identifies, tracks, and locates over 80% of the drones operated in the United States.
Aeroscope is a passive system that provides the operator with the precise location of the drone and home
position. This information provides operators with advanced warning, empowering personnel to mitigate
the threat by responding to the precise location of the pilot rather than considering other technical actions
directed at the drone.

HOW AEROSCOPE WORKS
Aeroscope is a multi-modal receiver system that includes three
radio types designed in DJI drones:
 Lightbridge
 OcuSync
 Wi-Fi
The system detects, decodes, and processes the telemetry data to
present the operator with unique and critical information including:






Drone-Unique ID with Make & Model
Precise Aircraft Location (GPS & Altitude)
Aircraft Speed, Direction, & Orientation
Home Position
Pilot Position

For investigations and enforcement, the unique ID data can be
used to subpoena registered owner information. Aeroscope
generates a detailed log of every flight detected by the system,
which can be exported and saved to be part of the investigative
file and report.

The portable unit is ideal for short-term, temporary
deployment. The easy to deploy system is selfcontained in an IP-54 rated hard case, operating
Android OS on a CrystalSky controller. The portable
unit operates on either 110-240VAC, or intelligent,
hot-swappable batteries. External antennas can be
optionally deployed. The portability and convenience
of the mobile unit make it ideal for tactical situations
where stationary units are unavailable.

G-8 Model

The G-8 system offers the widest variety of
deployment options. The G-8 incorporates a fourpanel array of high gain directional antennas to
increase the effective range of the system for
greater detection capability. The system includes
a weather resistant radio system that can endure
harsh conditions. The system is equally applicable
for both permanent installations and temporary
ones. It can be installed on buildings, towers, or
mounted on mobile command posts.

G-16 Model

The G-16 system offers the most expansive
coverage thanks to its large antenna array and
multiple radio units. The G-16 incorporates
separate 2.4 and 5.8 GHz antenna elements aiming
to provide nearly 16 dBi of gain. For 360-degree
coverage, the G-16 includes G-16 antenna array and
four radio units. The G-16 can be easily installed on
a building or tower for long-term use. This system
is ideal for permanent installation facilities needing
complete, wide-ranging protection including
prisons, stadiums, and large airports.
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SERVER APPLICATION
Aeroscope’s G-8 & G-16 models offer advanced functionality based
on the implementation of a server application and Graphical User
Interface (GUI). Server configuration options include:
 Local Area Network (LAN)
 Private Network
 Hosted AWS
The private and Gresco-hosted network options allow data
to be aggregated and enables multiple users to concurrently
monitor and manage Aeroscope systems from disparate
locations. The GUI allows users to create “alert” areas, access
remote notifications, perform analytics, and view and generate
statistical reports, including heat maps. An SDK is available to
export Aeroscope data to third-party situational awareness and
common operating platforms.

SUPPORT SERVICES
Gresco Technology Solutions includes server configuration
support with the procurement of the G-8 and G-16. Gresco offers
support services to our clients including:








Site Survey
On-Site System Configuration
Installed System Optimization
Local Server Hardware
Training
Technical Support
Hardware Replacement

Interested in learning more?
Call us at (478) 315-0812.
UAS@gresco.com
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